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Introduction: The Kuiper Belt Object (KBO)      
(486958) 2014 MU69, informally named Ultima Thule,       
falls in an important size category that is intermediate         
between cometary nuclei visited by spacecraft and       
dwarf planets. Therefore, it plays a critical role in         
understanding how size controls the composition of the        
objects in the now called Third Zone of the solar          
system, beyond the terrestrial and giant planet zones. 

Our current view of the trans-neptunian region is        
that of a population of extremely diverse bodies,        
ranging from geologically-active, atmosphere-bearing,    
volatile-dominated dwarf planets [1,2] to small      
primitive planetesimals lacking abundant surface     
volatile ices (e.g., methane, nitrogen, carbon      
monoxide) - what we think of as the building blocks of           
planets. Midsize ∼500–1,000-km diameter KBOs     
display through ground-based measurements    
devolatilized surfaces covered by tholins and possibly       
water ice and ammonia. However, our understanding       
of the Kuiper Belt is limited by the challenges of          
acquiring high-quality spectroscopy for midsize KBOs      
[3]. Furthermore, objects as small as Ultima Thule (the         
two components of this bilobed object have diameters        
of 19.46±0.04 and 14.24±0.12 km [4]) are currently        
impossible to observe spectroscopically with any      
ground-based facility. The lack of knowledge about       
the composition of small KBOs has prevented the        
establishment of a direct link between Jupiter Family        
Comets (JFCs) and KBOs, so we have not yet been          
able to answer the questions "how are objects modified         
as they make the journey from the Kuiper Belt to the           
region of the inner planets?" and "what are the         
observational constraints on any such modification?"      
[5]. 

The New Horizons Kuiper Belt Extended      
Mission flew past Ultima Thule on January 1, 2019         
[4]. This resulted in the first-ever measurement of the         
composition of a small KBO. Visible color images and         
near-infrared spectra (1.25-2.5 m) of Ultima Thule   μ     
were acquired using the MVIC and LEISA       
components of the Ralph instrument on board of the         

New Horizons spacecraft [6,7]. This set of data        
provides the unprecedented opportunity to look back       
in time and determine which ices and minerals        
comprise the building blocks of the planets.  

In the past few decades, missions such as Deep          
Impact [8], EPOXI [9], and Rosetta [10] have provided         
a detailed portrait of short-period comets (9P/Tempel       
1, 103P/Hartley 2, 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko)    
which are thought to have escaped from the scattered         
disk [11]. Comet nuclei are considered “primordial       
rubble-pile” survivors that formed in the solar nebula        
and young primordial disk [12,13]. This implies that        
the compositions and structures of comet nuclei are the         
direct result of the materials and processes extant in the          
outer solar nebula and provide insights into the        
accretion processes that led to the formation of comet         
nuclei and planets. However, a variety of processes        
affect short period comets during their many passages        
close to the Sun, and their surfaces may no longer be           
representative of their primordial origins. Here we       
compare and contrast the properties of Ultima Thule        
with those of comets with the goal of determining         
which features of comets are truly primitive, and which         
have emerged because of their history. Ultima Thule         
is dynamically cold and must have been born near 43          
AU, whereas most other bodies in the Kuiper Belt,         
Scattered Disk, and the current JFC population were        
born somewhere in the 15-30 AU region and may have          
been processed before going into the deep freeze at         
larger distances.  

Initial results: Ultima Thule displays in the visible        
wavelength range an overall red color. Specifically, the        
spectral slope evaluated in the 492.4-861.2 nm range        
(Figure 1, top panel) varies between 20 and 40%/(100         
nm). The red coloration is possibly due to the presence          
of organic compounds, known as tholins. An ample        
variety of tholins can be synthesized in the laboratory         
in cold plasma chambers. The type of tholins on the          
surface of Ultima Thule, and the processes responsible        
for their formation are of particular interest [14,15].        
The observed color map of Ultima Thule could be the          
result of particle size sorting (the larger grains should         
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appear relatively bluer than smaller grains), surface       
exposure age (photochemistry effects could vary with       
exposure duration), or variations in chemical      
composition (dust regions with even a small amount of         
water ice appear bluer at visible wavelengths). Comet        
nuclei are not as red as Ultima Thule. Comets         
9P/Tempel 1 and 103P/Hartley 2 display spectral       
slopes between -5%/(100 nm) and 20%/(100 nm) in        
the range 454.2-843.2 nm [16,17], while comet 67P        
spectral slope ranges between 8%/(100 nm) and       
16%/(100 nm) in the 535−882 nm range [18]. The area          
near the terminator seen in inbound images of        
103P/Hartley 2 (Figure 1) and the three areas in the top           
half of the nucleus of 9P/Tempel 1 (Figure 1) display a           
much bluer color than other areas. Near-IR spectra of         
these blue regions show strong water ice absorption        
features at 1.5, 2, and 3 m.μ  

We will present modeling analysis of the       
spectrophotometric data from the visible to the near-IR        
of Ultima Thule and comet nuclei to unveil whether         
the observed differences are the outcome of the same         
refractory materials but with different abundances and       
grain size or the two body types (KBOs and comet          
nuclei) present completely unrelated composition.     
These effects can only be disentangled through       
radiative transfer modeling and laboratory     
experiments.  
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Figure 1: Spectral slope images of Ultima Thule and         
comets 103P/Hartley 2, 9P/Tempel 1, and      
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.  
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